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SURVEY OF RECENT HALAKHIC 
PERIODICAL LITERATURE

A RAINPROOF SUKKAH

S hulḥan Arukh, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 631:2, rules that the skhakh used to 
cover the sukkah must be suffi ciently thick to create shade in more 
than fi fty percent of the total area of the sukkah. Rema adds that 

there should not be an unshaded gap greater than seven square tefaḥim. 
Nevertheless, Shulḥan Arukh 631:3 rules that the skhakh should be placed 
so that it is suffi ciently sparse to allow some stars to remain visible from 
inside the sukkah but, that desideratum notwithstanding, the sukkah re-
mains valid even if the skhakh “is thick in the manner of a house.” Shulḥan 
Arukh makes no mention of a requirement that rain be able to penetrate 
the skhakh covering the sukkah.

Indeed, R. Eli’ezer ben Joel ha-Levi, Ra’aviyah, II, no. 611, and 
R. Yitzchak ben Moshe of Vienna, Or Zaru’a, II, no. 285, record that a 
certain R. Shimon, a brother-in-law of Rabbenu Tam, actually did con-
struct a waterproof sukkah. R. Shimon used narrow wooden slats which 
he fashioned into a sloped roof “in a manner of the dome of a house” 
designed to allow rain to run down the slopes of the roof without pene-
trating the sukkah. Rabbenu Tam objected and ruled the sukkah to be 
invalid because “it protects from rain.”1 Rabbenu Tam did not forbid use 
of identical slats arranged over the sukkah as a fl at covering because, ar-
ranged in that manner, the slats “did not protect from rain.” Magen 
Avraham, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 631:2, assumes that, according to Rabbenu 
Tam, skhakh that renders a sukkah impermeable to rain is no longer a suk-
kah but “a roofed house.”2 

1 R. Jacob Ettlinger, Bikkurei Ya’akov 631:4, asserts that, according to Rabbenu 
Tam, a sukkah is valid only if rain suffi cient in quantity to ruin food can penetrate the 
sukkah. 

2 R. Yechiel Michel Epstein, Arukh ha-Shulḥan, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 631:6, explains 
Rabbenu Tam’s position on the basis of the statements of the Mishnah, Ta’anit 2a, to 
the effect that rain on Sukkot is a sign of a curse. Rashi explains that rain on Sukkot is 
an unfavorable omen because rain causes people to exit the sukkah. However, reasons 
Arukh ha-Shulḥan, were it permitted to employ skhakh that would protect against 
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In a similar vein, Shulḥan Arukh ha-Rav, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 626:1, rules 
even more restrictively that “A person can fulfi ll his obligation only with 
a sukkah designed solely for shade in the manner of the Clouds of Glory; 
but if [the sukkah] is also designed for ‘dwelling’, i.e. to dwell therein in 
a permanent manner, rather than solely to take refuge in its shade, or if it 
is constructed for uses involving privacy, such as storage or another use 
that requires a secluded place, or is designed also for ‘a refuge and shelter 
from storm and from rain,’3 whatever is not solely for shade is not a suk-
kah but a ‘house.’ For a house is designed for all those matters and the 
Torah declared, ‘a sukkah [hut], not a house.’” Elsewhere, Shulḥan Arukh 
ha-Rav, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 631:1,4 reiterates his ruling regarding a sukkah 
protected from rain: “If the skhakh is so thick that rain cannot enter [into 
the sukkah] it is invalid because it cannot be termed a ‘sukkah’ unless it 
protects only as shade but if it protects from rain as well, it is not termed 
a ‘sukkah’ but is rather a type of ‘house’.” 

Rabbenu Tam’s position is accepted by Magen Avraham 631:2; Baḥ, 
Oraḥ Ḥayyim 635:1; Levush, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 631:9; Eliyahu Rabbah, 631:4; 
R. Abraham Danzig, Ḥayyei Adam 196:18; and R. Jacob Ettlinger, Bik-
kurei Ya’akov 631:4. Eliyahu Rabbah 631:4 and Pri Megadim, Mishbeẓot 
Zahav 635:2-3 and 638:2, understand this to be the position of Taz, 
Oraḥ Ḥayyim 635:1. Mishnah Berurah 631:6 comments that Rabbenu 
Tam’s opinion should be heeded in instances in which the skhakh is so 
thick that it protects the sukkah against even strong rain. Mishnah Berurah 
indicates that the invalidity of such a sukkah is the product of a rabbinic 
edict based upon the sukkah’s resemblance to “a house.”5 Mishnah 
Berurah expresses concern that a sukkah be built in a manner compatible 

rain, it would not be necessary to leave the sukkah and there would then be no reason 
to regard rain as an unfavorable sign.

3 See Isaiah 4:6. See R. Yitzchak Zilberstein, Ḥashukei Ḥemed, Sukkah    (n.p., 5766), 
p. 36, who opines that Rabbenu Shimon agrees with this basic point and permits 
use of a waterproof sukkah only when the mode of placing the skhakh is designed for 
aesthetic purposes and protects against rain as a secondary effect but not when the 
intention is both for shade and for protection against rain. 

4 See also Shulḥan Arukh ha-Rav, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 629:32. 
5 Taz, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 635:2, states that the defect present in such a sukkah 

renders the sukkah rabbinically invalid rather than invalid as a matter of biblical law. 
Yeshu’ot Ya’akov, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 631:1 and R. Jacob Ettlinger, Arukh la-Ner, Sukkah 
2a, maintain that, according to Rabbenu Tam, the sukkah is biblically invalid. Pri 
Megadim, Mishbeẓot Zahav 635:1, attributes a similar position to Baḥ. Rabbi Moshe 
Elyakim Halberstam is reported by R. Shmu’el ha-Levi Woszner, Teshuvot Shevet ha-
Levi, VII, no. 60, as being of the opinion that, according to Rabbenu Tam, such a 
sukkah is biblically disqualifi ed.
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with the position of Rabbenu Tam but rules that, post factum, a sukkah 
should be regarded as valid even if it serves to protect from all but severe 
rainfall. R. Yechiel Michel Epstein, Arukh ha-Shulḥan, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 
631:6, permits use of a sukkah that protects against rain in cases in which 
modifying the sukkah would be diffi cult (sha’at ha-deḥak). Birkei Yosef, 
Oraḥ Ḥayyim 631:2, sanctions use of such a sukkah only if a quantity of 
the offending skhakh cannot be removed. 

R. Joseph Shalom Eliashiv, Koveẓ Teshuvot, I, no. 61,6 cites Rosh, 
Sukkah 1:12; Rabbenu Yeruḥam, netiv 8, part 1; Haggahot Mordekhai, 
Sukkah, sec. 730; and Maḥaẓit ha-Shekel 640:6, who rule that a sukkah 
may properly provide other forms of protection in addition to shade. Ac-
cordingly, Rav Eliashiv declares that the thrust of Shulḥan Arukh ha-
Rav’s restrictive ruling is not to disqualify every rain-resistant sukkah but 
is limited to a sukkah in which the skhakh is put in place with the kavan-
nah, i.e. the specifi c intention, of preventing rain from entering. The 
principle, then, is that intention for protection from precipitation renders 
placement of the skhakh defective because the intention is for construc-
tion of a conventional, substantial dwelling rather than a temporary hut.7

In modern days, in 1987, Mr. Ya’akov Hoch of Antwerp received a 
patent for water-resistant sukkah covering that he termed “Skhakh 
Hapele—Wonder S’chach.”8 The sukkah covering fashioned by Mr. Hoch 
was made of  two levels of individual pieces of wood. The upper level con-
sisted of convex slats approximately two and a half inches wide and one 
inch high. The slats were intended to be placed next to each other. The 
lower level consisted of similar, but slightly smaller, concave slats also 
placed against one another. Both rows of slats extended across and be-
yond the entire width of the sukkah.

Both sets of slats were to be positioned at a downward angle. The 
upper row was to be elevated somewhat over the lower row. The upper row 
of slats was apparently not placed directly above the lower level but was 

6 Rabbi Eliashiv’s responsum is also included in R. Eliyahu Weissfi sh,  Sefer ha-
Sukkah ha-Shalem (Jerusalem, 5753), pp. 462-465 and in Koveẓ Yad ha-Rashaz, 
published by Kollel Yad ha-Rashaz of Bnei Brak, 2nd ed., II, 47-48. 

7 Cf., R. Moshe Sternbuch, Mo’adim u-Zemanim, I, no. 96. 
8 A description of Wonder S’chach as well as brief excerpts from the responsa 

devoted to this topic were posted by R. Gershon Tannenbaum, http://5tjt.com/
waterproof-schach/ (October 10, 2013). Apparently, in 2015, a similar sukkah-
covering called a Mattar Mat was marketed. See R. Gershon Tannenbaum, http://5tjt.
com/evolution-of-water-resistant-schach/ (October 9, 2015). A discussion of the 
controversy concerning use of Wonder S’chach is presented in Sefer ha-Sukkah ha-
Shalem, addenda, chap. 9, sec. 16. 
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positioned somewhat to one side. As a result, rain falling upon the convex 
upper level would fall into the concave openings of the lower level and 
proceed to fl ow through the length of the lower slats and fall outside the 
sukkah. Since the upper row of slats was somewhat elevated, sunlight en-
tered the sukkah and stars were visible at an angle. When rain fell at an 
angle and during strong downpours, some rain actually entered the suk-
kah. That patent received the approbation of the then Chief Rabbi of 
Antwerp’s Maḥazikei ha-Dat community, R. Chaim Kreiswirth, but use 
of Wonder S’chach was opposed by the dayyan of the Belzer community 
of Antwerp, R. Moshe Elyakim Halberstam. Among the Rabbinic au-
thorities who approved the use of Wonder S’chach was R. Joseph Shalom 
Eliashiv, Koveẓ Teshuvot, I, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, no. 61 and R. Chaim Kanievski, 
Koveẓ Yad ha-Rashaz, II, 49.9 Those opposed to its use included Rabbi 
Nissim Karelitz, Ḥut Shani, Hilkhot Sukkah 88:3; R. Yitzchak Ya’akov 
Weisz, Koveẓ Yad ha-Rashaz, II, 51; R. Nathan Gestetner, Teshuvot le-
Ḥorot Natan, V, no. 43; and R. Meir Brandsdorfer, Teshuvot Kneh Bosem, 
II, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, no. 26 as well as Koveẓ Yad ha-Rashaz, II, 50-51 and 
216-222. R. Shmuel ha-Levi Woszner, Teshuvot Shevet ha-Levi, VII, no. 
60, fi nds use of Wonder S’chach acceptable only in cases of diffi culty in 
otherwise fulfi lling the miẓvah, by which he presumably means a locale 
such as England in which rain during the festival of Sukkot is persistent. 
R. Moshe Sternbuch, Teshuvot ve-Hanhagot, II, no. 310, reports that he 
originally refused to endorse use of Wonder S’chach but nevertheless did 
not rule it to be invalid. Although Rabbi Sternbuch states that he was 
originally unaware of the fact that, at times, rain does actually enter the 
sukkah – a factor that he would regard as rendering the sukkah entirely 
acceptable10 – nevertheless, for incompletely explained reasons, he de-
clined to sanction its use expressly other than in places in which there is 
copious rainfall that would otherwise prevent fulfi lment of the miẓvah.

Rabbi Gestetner advances a somewhat tangential objection. Skhakh 
must be vegetable matter that is not subject to defi lement. Thus, fruits 
or vegetables cannot be used for that purpose. Wooden slats are neither 
foodstuffs nor utensils and hence are not subject to defi lement. Such slats 

9 R. Shlomoh Zalman Auerbach is also cited in the fi rst edition of Sefer ha-Sukkah 
ha-Shalem (Jerusalem, 5752), Pesakim ve-He’arot, sec. 9, as approving use of Wonder 
S’chach. Rabbi Auerbach subsequently requtested that the note be deleted in later 
editions because of his reluctance to be drawn into a matter of controversy. See 
Halikhot Shlomoh, Mo’adim, II, 8:6, Orḥot Halakhah, sec. 17. 

10 R. Meir Brandsdorfer, Teshuvot Kneh Bosem, II, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, no. 26, dismisses 
consideration of unusually heavy rainfall that penetrates the skhakh as a factor rendering 
use of heavy skhakh permissible.
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are acceptable as skhakh provided that each slat is less than four tefaḥim11 
wide.12 Magen Avraham 629:2 rules that narrow gutter-like pieces of 
wood are also acceptable. That conclusion fl ows from a ruling of Shulḥan 
Arukh, Yoreh De’ah 201:36. A mikveh cannot be constructed by using 
rainwater that has been collected in, or has passed through, a utensil that 
is subject to defi lement. Nevertheless, Shulḥan Arukh rules that an open 
cylinder does not have the status of a utensil and may be used as a conduit 
to transport water from a river to a mikveh. Rema adds that, even if the 
pipe develops crevices or depressions that retain water, the pipe is not 
regarded as a receptacle or a utensil, since the erosion of the wood that 
causes water to collect is not intended. That view is clearly stated by Rab-
benu Shemayah, a medieval decisor, and quoted by Darkei Mosheh, Yoreh 
De’ah 201. Mutatis mutandis, concludes Magen Avraham, open reeds 
and the like may be used as skhakh.

Nevertheless, Rabbi Gestetner objects to use of Wonder S’chach on 
the basis of the position of R. Moshe Sofer, Teshuvot Ḥatam Sofer, Yoreh 
De’ah, no. 201. Ḥatam Sofer cites the contradictory opinion of Hagahot 
Mordekhai, quoted by Bet Yosef, Yoreh De’ah 201, who refused to coun-
tenance use of such wooden pipes in constructing a mikveh because of a 
fear that grooves capable of impeding the free fl ow of water might form 
and thus the pipes would acquire the status of a receptacle, albeit unin-
tentionally. However, in the contemporary technological age that con-
cern may well be obviated. It would seem probable that the wooden 
slats employed in fashioning Wonder S’chach might be treated chemi-
cally to prevent the possibility of erosion and thereby obviate Ḥatam 
Sofer’s concern.13 

Rabbi Eliashiv expresses a different concern. Shulḥan Arukh, Oraḥ 
Ḥayyim 629:18, rules that boards less than four tefaḥim wide may be used 
as skhakh. Nevertheless, Shulḥan Arukh ha-Rav, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 629:32, 

11 The width of a single tefaḥ is given as 8 centimeters by R. Chaim Noe, 7.6 
centimeters according to R. Chaim Benis’ understanding of Rambam, and 9.6 
centimeters according to Ḥazon Ish. See R. Chaim Benis, Middot ve-Shi’urei Torah 
(Bnei Brak, 5747) 5:18. Thus, according to the various calculations, four tefaḥim 
equal 32 centimeters, 30.4 centimeters or 38.4 centimeters. 

12 Boards with a width of four tefaḥim are forbidden because such boards are 
used for roofi ng material. See Shulḥan Arukh, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 629:18. The concern 
underlying the prohibition is that a person might be led to assume that there is no 
difference between a sukkah and a similarly covered house. 

13 It may be necessary to use a colorless chemical for this purpose. For a discussion 
of whether use of paint that changes the natural color of the skhakh invalidates 
the skhakh see R. Shlomoh Kluger, Ha-Elef Lekha Shlomoh, no. 364 and R. David 
Horowitz, Teshuvot Kinyan Torah, V, no. 66, sec. 2. 
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adds that the custom is not to use such boards for purposes of skhakh. 
Shulḥan Arukh ha-Rav remarks that, since “at present, however, all houses 
are roofed with boards less than three tefaḥim in width, a sukkah covered 
even by boards lacking three tefaḥim in width should be disqualifi ed lest 
a person sit under the roof of his home made of similar boards.”14 If so, 
declares Rav Eliashiv, in places in which the practice is not to use slats 
“even less than a ‘tefaḥ’” in width, Wonder S’chach should not be used. 
Rabbi Eliashiv concludes by stating that, since eschewing use of narrow 
slats is only a matter of custom, Wonder S’chach may be used with impu-
nity in locales in which narrow slats are customarily used for skhakh and 
also in rainy climates in which otherwise there would be no opportunity 
to fulfi ll the miẓvah of sukkah. Moreover, since rejection of use of slats is 
only a matter of custom, in any locale in which a sukkah covered with 
Wonder S’chach has actually been erected and is available for use, it must 
be utilized during periods of rainfall and the appropriate blessing must be 
recited. Rabbi Eliashiv’s position is that a person who has access to such 
a sukkah is no longer a miẓta’er, i.e., he is no longer subject to discomfort 
when using the sukkah. Hence, since a sukkah is not required during pe-
riods of rainfall only because use of a sukkah while rain is falling causes 
discomfort, a person who has a rain-resistant sukkah available for use is 
fully bound to make use of such a sukkah.

The primary concern of the authorities who declined to endorse use 
of Wonder S’chach was that confi guration of the rows of slats to prevent 
rain from entering the sukkah contravenes the position of Rabbenu Tam. 
According to those authorities, preventing rain from entering the sukkah 
in and of itself endows the structure with the quality of a “permanent 
dwelling.” Rabbi Sternbuch responded that, since Wonder S’chach can-
not protect the inside of the sukkah from a torrential downpour, Rabbenu 
Tam’s concern does not pertain. R. Shlomoh Zalman Auerbach, Halikhot 
Shlomoh, Mo’adim, II, 8:3, responded to that objection in the same 
manner.15

Rabbi Eliashiv further asserts that Rabbenu Tam’s concern was not 
with protection against rain per se but that skhakh that is impermeable to 
rain must also be thick and fi rmly attached to the extent that the sukkah 

14 Shulḥan Arukh ha-Rav does, however, sanction use of “very short boards 
called ‘latis’ or ‘shindlin’” since such short boards are not commonly used in roofi ng 
materials.

15 Cf., supra, note 10.
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becomes “comparable to a type of domicile” (ke-min bayit).16 The prob-
lem, according to Rabbi Eliashiv, is that the type of sukkah to which Rab-
benu Tam objected acquires the status of a permanent dwelling.17 That, 
Rabbi Eliashiv asserts, is not the case with regard to a sukkah covered with 
Wonder S’chach. 

Rabbi Sternbuch tentatively interprets Rabbenu Tam in a similar, but 
somewhat more nuanced, manner. Rabbi Sternbuch expresses some 
doubt with regard to the consideration underlying Rabbenu Tam’s ruling 
but entertains the position that it was not prevention of rain entering the 
sukkah that concerned Rabbenu Tam. Rabbi Sternbuch suggests that 
Rabbenu Tam regarded tightly assembled slats as unsatisfactory because 
the result is a structure that is “ke’ein bayit,”18 i.e., a structure that re-
sembles a “house.” If so, he concludes, since spaced layers of slats cannot 
be categorized in that manner, there is no objection to their use. Unlike 
the sukkah disqualifi ed by Rabbenu Tam, the individual slats employed in 
Wonder S’chach are separated rather than tightly placed. Alternatively, 
suggests Rabbi Sternbuch, Rabbenu Tam’s concern may have been that 
use of thick, seamless skhakh resembling a dwelling ipso facto creates a 
“permanent structure.” Wonder S’chach, argues Rabbi Sternbuch, does 
not create a structure that “resembles a house” and hence does not ren-
der the sukkah “permanent.” 

Nevertheless, Rabbi Sternbuch expresses doubt with regard to the 
accuracy of the latter analysis of Rabbenu Tam’s underlying consider-
ation. Rabbi Sternbuch recognizes that Rabbenu Tam may not have been 
concerned that a close-fi tting covering renders the structure ke’ein bayit 
but may have considered any structure that does not allow for rain to 
enter as lacking the attribute of “dirat ara’i,” i.e., a temporary dwelling, 

16 This is also the opinion of R. Chaim Kanievski, Koveẓ Yad ha-Rashaz, II, 49 and 
of R. Chaim Kreiswirth, as reported in Sefer ha-Sukkah ha-Shalem, addenda, chap. 9, 
sec. 16. See also Teshuvot Shevet ha-Levi, VII, no. 60. The view that it is the absence 
of precipitation within the sukkah per se that concerned Rabbenu Tam is espoused by 
Rabbi Brandsdorfer, Teshuvot Kneh Bosem, II, O raḥ Ḥayyim, nos. 26 and 27 and Kove ẓ 
Yad ha-Rashaz, p. 217. Rabbi Brandsdorfer reports that this was also the opinion of 
R. Yitzchak Ya’akov Weisz as well as R. Moshe Halberstam, Edut, Tishrei 5749. Sefer 
ha-Sukkah ha-Shalem, ibid., reports that R. Nissim Karelitz espoused this view as well. 

17 That is apparently also the opinion of Hagahot Maimuniyot, Hilkhot Shabbat 
5:9, Rosh, Sukkah 1:12; and Mordekhai, Sukkah, sec. 632. That explanation is the 
basis of Taz’ assertion that such disqualifi cation is rabbinic in nature. Comparison of a 
densely covered sukkah to a house is supported by the comments of Magen Avraham 
631:2. Cf., however, supra, note 2. 

18 The terms ke-ein bayit and ke-min bayit should be understood as synonymous. 
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and hence disqualifi ed from use as a sukkah.19 According to that under-
standing of Rabbenu Tam’s position, Rabbenu Tam regarded a sukkah as 
a transient dwelling because a person will not remain in a dwelling with a 
porous roof for any signifi cant period of time. If so, Wonder S’chach, al-
though it does not render the edifi ce a “house,” nevertheless compro-
mises the sukkah by warding off rain and thereby rendering it insuffi ciently 
transient in nature. Consequently, Rabbi Sternbuch declined to offer a 
defi nitive opinion. However, as earlier noted, although unknown to him 
at the time, in actuality, Wonder S’chach does allow at least some rain to 
enter. Rather cryptically, Rabbi Sternbuch further adds that, despite that 
consideration, Wonder S’chach does not have the appearance of a tempo-
rary covering and, accordingly, it is not “appropriate” for use in con-
structing a sukkah. 

One observation: Even according to Rabbenu Tam, for a sukkah to 
be valid, there is no requirement that the rain actually fall into the sukkah. 
The requirement is only that the sukkah not be designed to protect against 
rain. In theory, a powerful fan might be placed so that falling rain would 
be diverted elsewhere. Consequently, the patented Wonder S’chach might 
be modifi ed in order to render it acceptable to virtually all authorities. 
Assuming the sukkah is suffi ciently large, rain falling into the sukkah in 
close proximity to its walls would not inconvenience sukkah-users who 
place their table and chairs at even a short distance removed from the 
wall. Rain would drip through the Wonder S’chach and fall in close prox-
imity to the wall, leaving the balance of the sukkah entirely dry. That 
might be accomplished by perforating the lower layer of Wonder S’chach 
with holes placed in the slats close to the wall on each side of the sukkah. 
The water would slough off the upper layer of slats, fall upon and fi ll the 
concave layer but, instead of fl owing to the side and dripping outside the 
sukkah, at least a portion of the rain would penetrate the Wonder S’chach 
and fall into the sukkah itself by dripping through the perforations in the 
lower layer of slats close to the sukkah walls. Thus, the sukkah would not 
be designed to prevent rain from entering the sukkah; rather the rain 
would enter the sukkah, but without causing discomfort or inconvenience 
to its users. 

This suggestion is predicated upon the presumption that a water-
proof sukkah cannot be used either because it is comparable to a house 
or because it is insuffi ciently transient in nature. Thus, the problem lies 
in the nature of the resultant sukkah rather than in the sukkah per se. 

19 Such is the opinion of Tosafot, Sukkah 2a and Magen Avraham 627:2. 
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Consequently, if rain can enter any part of the sukkah, the entire sukkah 
would be valid. The requirement that rain be able to penetrate the sukkah 
would thus be comparable to the provision requiring that stars be visible 
from within the sukkah. Stars need not be visible from all points in the 
sukkah; stars visible through the skhakh in any portion of the sukkah are 
suffi cient.

Indeed, R. Chaim Krauzer, Pe’er Ez ha-Ḥayyim, I, no. 29, cites an 
unverifi ed report to the effect that R. Chaim of Volozhin urged that a 
heavy covering of skhakh be used to prevent rain from entering the sukkah 
but that a large gap be left in the skhakh near the door of the sukkah 
through which stars would be visible and through which rain might fall. 
That position is endorsed by R. Moshe Sternbuch, Mo’adim u-Zemanim, 
I, no. 96, and Mo’adim u-Zemanim, VIII, addendum to volume I, no. 
96.20

However, Pri Megadim, Eshel Avraham, 631:2, suggests that if the 
skhakh is of a thickness that prevents rain from entering an area four 
tefaḥim wide across the length or width of the sukkah, the skhakh is 
deemed to be invalid skhakh and disqualifi es the sukkah. If so, modifying 
Wonder S’chach in order to make it possible for rain to drain along one 
side of the sukkah would be of no avail since the balance of the sukkah is 
covered by what Pri Megadim deems to be invalid skhakh. 

Pri Megadim’s position, however, is problematic. There are situations 
in which skhakh is invalid when placed upon a sukkah but later becomes 
valid in situ, e.g., branches that extend over the top of the sukkah while 
still attached to a tree but which are later severed while resting above the 
sukkah. The rule is that the skhakh must be appropriate for covering a suk-
kah at the time it is placed on top of the walls. Accordingly, in the case of 
the severed branches, the branches must be lifted after having been cut 
from the tree and then replaced over the walls. If “thick” skhakh is an in-
valid covering it would stand to reason that the invalid skhakh used to 
cover the sukkah must be removed and a lesser, permissible quantity of 
skhakh be repositioned over the walls. Strangely, Pri Megadim rules that, 
although the thick skhakh should be reduced, the balance need not be 
lifted and replaced but can remain undisturbed in its original position.21

Pri Megadim adds a cryptic explanatory comment: “For it does not 
carry upon itself the name of actual invalid skhakh (ki ein shem skhakh 

20 R. Nathan Nate Landau, Teshuvot Kenaf Renanah, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, no. 67 and 
R. Pinchas Horowitz, Pitḥa Zuta, Hilkhot Sukkah 631:1, also endorsed this view.

21 See also Baḥ, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, 635 and Eliyahu Rabbah, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, 631:4.
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pasul mamash alav).” Pri Megadim fails to present a rationale for deem-
ing this skhakh to be different from other forms of invalid skhakh.22 It 
would seem that the absence of a requirement that the skhakh be removed 
and then replaced indicates that the problem is not the validity of the 
skhakh but the disqualifi cation of the sukkah. If so, since rain can enter 
some portion of the sukkah, the sukkah is neither comparable to a house 
nor is its nature that of a permanent dwelling. 

READING THE SHEMA IN LATIN, THE ROMANCE 
LANGUAGES, ENGLISH OR ESPERANTO

The Gemara, Berakhot 13a, records a controversy with regard to the ap-
propriate manner of reading the shema. R. Judah the Prince maintains 
that it must be recited “as it is written,” i.e., in Hebrew as recorded in 
Scripture. The Sages, however, render the verse “Hear O Israel” as “Un-
derstand O Israel” and rule that the implication is that it may be recited 
“in any language you hear,”23 i.e., in any language that you understand. 
Unlike Hebrew, which may be employed in reciting the shema even by a 
person who does not understand the language,24 other languages may be 
utilized only by a person who understands the language in which he re-
cites shema.25

Rambam, Hilkhot Keri’at Shema 2:10, rules in accordance with the 
opinion of the Sages but adds a comment not explicitly found in a talmu-
dic source: “A person who ‘recites’ [the Shema] in ‘any language’ must 
strive against error in that language and must be precise in that language 
just as he must be precise in the Holy Tongue.” With regard to that com-
ment Ra’avad appended a gloss stating: “This is not acceptable to the 

22 See Sefer Ha-Sukkah ha-Shalem, ibid.
23 The biblical term “shema” is a homonym that can mean variously “hear,” 

“understand,” or “obey.” The latter meaning is usually captured by translators 
by employing the English term “hearken.” The Sages render “Shema Yisrael” 
as “Understand O Israel.” As explained by the Gemara, Berakhot 13a, R. Judah 
understands the meaning to be “hear,” i.e., as connoting the acoustical phenomenon 
of hearing, and renders the verse as an admonition to actually hear the recitation by 
pronouncing the words of the shema in a voice audible to the reciter’s own ears. Thus, 
the standard English translations refl ect the minority view of R. Judah rather than the 
normative view of the Sages. 

24 See Shulḥan Arukh, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 193:1 and Magen Avraham 193:2. 
25 See Sotah 32b.
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intellect because language [so employed] is explanatory (peirush) and 
who can be precise in his explanation?”

The Gemara, Berakhot 13a, posits a controversy with regard to 
whether the Torah was transmitted solely in the Holy Tongue or whether 
it was revealed in seventy languages simultaneously. Tosafot, ad locum, 
assume as a matter of course that the debate is not with regard to a his-
torical phenomenon having no halakhic consequence. Tosafot understand 
the issue to be whether ordained biblical readings, e.g., remembrance of 
Amalek, the declarations accompanying presentation of the fi rst fruits and 
disposal of tithes, as well as the ḥaliẓah ceremony, must be in Hebrew or 
whether those verses can be read in translation as well. According to To-
safot, the resolution of that question is contingent upon whether the To-
rah was revealed solely in Hebrew or whether “each and every declaration 
emitted from the mouth of the Holy One, blessed be He, divided into 
seventy languages.” Put somewhat differently, the issue is whether recipi-
ents of revelation at Sinai experienced auditory sensation only in Hebrew 
or whether there was simultaneous transmission of multiple translations 
enabling perception in each of the seventy languages of antiquity. 

R. Mordecai Carlebach, Ḥavaẓelet ha-Sharon, Bereshit (Jerusalem, 
5765), Parashat Noaḥ, pp. 105-106, presents a straightforward and 
hardly exceptionable analysis of the controversy between Rambam and 
Ra’avad. The Gemara, Avodah Zarah 10a, interprets the phrase “You are 
greatly disdained” (Obadiah 1:2) as a denigrating reference to Rome. 
Rome is denigrated “because it does not possess either a script or a 
tongue.” Both Rashi and Tosafot, ad locum, understand the passage as 
indicating that Rome never possessed an independent language or an 
alphabet; rather, the Romans adopted the language and alphabet of 
some other nation.26 Ḥatam Sofer, in his commentary on Gittin 80a and 
in Teshuvot Ḥatam Sofer, Even ha-Ezer, II, no. 118, cites a Jewish 

26 Tosafot, Avodah Zarah 10a, query why the Gemara disparages only Rome 
because of its lack of an ancient language but not the nations founded by Ishmael and 
the children of Keturah. In posing that question Tosafot clearly take it for granted that 
the identity and status of languages were determined at the time of the Dispersion 
rather than at Sinai, as might be assumed on the basis of Tosafot’s own comments on 
Berakhot 13a. This does not necessarily represent a contradiction: Revelation at Sinai 
may have been confi ned to the languages that became prevalent in the generation of 
the Dispersion. Tosafot resolve the problem by citing a midrashic source indicating 
that, at the time of the Dispersion, a tsunami engulfed a number of nations. Tosafot 
posit that Ishmael and the peoples descended from Keturah succeeded to those areas 
and adopted their indigenous languages. Unlike Rome, then, the languages spoken 
by those nations were among those included in the original seventy languages.
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historian, R. David Gans, Ẓemaḥ David (Warsaw, 5619), II, 3a, who 
curiously reports that a certain “Latinos” established the Latin language 
together with a nineteen-letter alphabet in the year 3345.27 According to 
Ḥatam Sofer, the thrust of the Gemara’s comment is that, whereas other 
nations are in possession of a language dating from, and ordained in, an-
tiquity, viz., the Generation of the Dispersion, Latin originated much 
later as the product of human convention. According to Ḥatam Sofer’s 
understanding of the Gemara, Latin is inferior in the sense that it was 
neither divinely ordained nor an expression of a national ethos. 

Prior to the Dispersion, mankind conversed in a “single language” 
(Genesis 11:1). In the wake of the erection of the Tower of Babel, God 
exclaimed, “Let us go down and confound their language” (Genesis 
11:7). Pirkei de-Rabbi Eli’ezer, chap. 24, and Yalkut Shim’oni, Parashat 
Noaḥ, sec. 62, amplify that verse with the comment that God summoned 
the seventy angels who surround the Throne of Glory and, addressing 
them in the plural, said, “Let us go and confound their speech into sev-
enty peoples and seventy languages,” assigning one angel to each of those 
nations while reserving Abraham and his progeny as the benefi ciaries of 
His guardianship, as expressed in the verse “for the portion of God is His 
people, Jacob the lot His inheritance” (Deuteronomy 32:9).28

Quite apart from those sources, one may speculate whether language 
is simply a human convention or whether language – at least as employed 
for certain purposes – is a normative construct endowed with intrinsic, 
objective, and hence halakhic, signifi cance. If language is naught but a 
human convention there cannot be hard and fast rules regarding gram-
mar, syntax, or even meaning. Indeed, a language is a language only be-
cause it functions as a language. Some languages may die as a result of 
disuse; others may arise as new conventions.

Rambam’s ruling refl ects the thesis that language is a normative con-
struct, with each language subject to its own rules and usages. Thus, with 
regard to any language, there is a correct mode of speech as opposed to 
incorrect speech, as well as proper enunciation and syntax, as opposed to 
improper modes of expression. The rules governing linguistic usage and 
enunciation pertaining to any particular language are not human con-
structs but were ordained either in the establishment of seventy languages 

27 Cf., the similarly curious comments of R. Abraham Zacuto, Sefer Yuḥasin 
(Jerusalem, 5765), p. 235, to the effect that in 3985 a woman named Nikustrantha, “a 
sorceress and wise woman,” killed her “wise men” and fl ed to a fortress where Rome 
was built. There she is reported to have marred “King Latinos” and constructed a 
nineteen-letter alphabet for the “Latin tongue that they spoke.”

28 See also Ramban, Commentary on the Bible, Numbers 11:16.
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at the time of the Generation of the Dispersion or by virtue of usages 
employed in revelation of the Torah at Sinai in those languages. Ignoring 
the linguistic prescriptions of any established language results in invalida-
tion of the language for satisfaction of halakhic requirements. The dictum 
“‘Hear O Israel’ – in any language you understand” serves to validate use 
of an established language, viz., any one of the seventy tongues, for pur-
poses of reciting the shema but, according to Rambam, only if used in 
accordance with the rules and usages of that language.29 

Ra’avad fully recognized that such is the case with regard to He-
brew.30 Other languages, according to Ra’avad, are not at all endowed 
with the halakhic status of a “language”; instead they constitute an expla-
nation or interpretation of the Hebrew text. Interpretive nomenclature is 
not cast in concrete; the identical concept can be interpreted in different 
words and in different ways. According to Ra’avad, the phrase “in any 
language you understand” grants license for recitation of the shema in 
other languages even though such languages constitute a peirush or ex-
pository rendition of the text rather than a true translation – the latter is 
presumably regarded by Ra’avad as an impossibility. Expository recita-
tions are permitted only as translations of the text precisely because no 
other translation is possible.31 In Hebrew, the text can be recited as writ-
ten and hence an expository recitation in Hebrew is not available as a 
halakhic option.32 

Bi’ur Halakhah, citing Ritva’s commentary on Rif, Nedarim, p. 1a, 
remarks that, although the shema may be recited in the vernacular, 
languages other than Hebrew may be employed only at a time and in a 
place in which the language is in popular use.33 Thus, according to Bi’ur 

29 There is reason to infer from Rambam’s ruling, Ḥilkhot Nedarim 1:16, that 
Rambam similarly maintains that a vow expressed in any language is valid even if it is 
not the language of the indigenous population. See R. Mordecai Carelbach, Ḥavaẓelet 
ha-Sharon, Bereshit (Jerusalem, 5765), p. 106. At the same time, Rambam rules that 
a vow expressed in a corrupt form of a language is generally not valid but, unlike the 
shema, is nevertheless valid in a locale in which the corrupt language is understood. 
The disparity is based upon the consideration that a vow need not necessarily be 
expressed in a halakhically cognized language. It must be vocalized, as indicated in 
the verse “when a man or a woman shall utter a vow” (Numbers 6:2). But, for that 
purpose, any comprehended speech is suffi cient. See R. Yitzchak Zev Soloveitchik, 
Ma’atikei Shemu’ah, II (Bnei Brak, 5753), 12-14.

30 For an analysis of why Hebrew differs in this respect see Ma’atikei Shemu’ah, 
II, 14. 

31 See infra, note 44.
32 See Ma’atikei Shemu’ah, loc. cit.
33 Cf., however, Shulḥan Arukh, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 690:9. 
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Halakhah, a person whose native language is Russian but who has emi-
grated to the United States can no longer discharge his obligation with 
regard to the shema by reciting it in Russian. Similarly, according to Bi’ur 
Halakhah, Romance languages may be employed only in countries in which 
the language is commonly spoken. A “dead language” such as Latin could 
not at all be employed – except perhaps in the few mountain villages in 
Italy in which Latin is still spoken.

Bi’ur Halakhah’s ruling is best understood as refl ective of Ra’avad’s 
view that all translations are essentially interpretive.34 An interpretation 
that is not understood hardly qualifi es as an interpretation. Since the in-
terpretation depends upon linguistic usage, it is indeed logical to assume 
that the language employed must be a language of communication in the 
place of its use. For Rambam, however, language – or at least the seventy 
languages of the ancient world – was endowed with halakhic status qua 
language in antiquity. It is certainly arguable that, according to Rambam, 
halakhic recognition as a language portends recognition of the status of 
language qua language even when such language is not in common use. 35 
Of course, the dictum “in any language you understand” limits use of 
a language for purposes of the shema to persons who themselves under-
stand that language.

It follows, then, that if Rashi and Tosafot are correct in assuming that 
Latin is an ancient language later appropriated by the Romans, its use in 
reading the shema would, according to Rashi and Tosafot, be valid. If, 
however, Ẓemaḥ David and Ḥatam Sofer are correct in their assertion that 
Latin made its appearance in a post-antiquity era,36 it was not one of the 
original seventy languages endowed with halakhic status in antiquity.37 

34 See infra, note 44.
35 See Bi’ur Halakhah, Oraḥ Ḥayyim 62:2 and Ḥavaẓelet ha-Sharon, p. 107. Cf., 

however, Bi’ur Halakhah, loc. cit., who does not make such a distinction. Bi’ur 
Halakhah seems to accept Ra’avad’s position as normative. Cf., R. Shmu’el Rozovsky, 
“Be-Din Kinuyin u-Leshonot ha-Nokhrim be-Nedarim u-be-Keri’at Shema,” Shi’urei 
Maran Rosh ha-Yeshivah Rabbenu ha-Gadol ha-Gaon Rabbi Shmu’el Rozovsky al 
Mesekhtot Yevamot, Ketubot, Nedarim (Bnei Brak, n.d.), pp. 97-101.

36 The year 3345 posited by Ẓemaḥ David is well after the Dispersion that occurred 
during the lifetime of Peleg (Genesis 11:16-17) who was born in 1756 and also 
after the giving of the Torah at Sinai in the year 2448. For the birthdate of Peleg see 
R. Mattis Kantor, Codex Judaica: Chronological Index of Jewish History (New York, 
2005), pp. 22 and 33 and for the year of the giving of the Torah see ibid., p. 31.

37 Cf., Marius Sala & Rebecca Posner, “Latin Language,” Encyclopedia Britannica 
(Nov. 30, 2015), https://www.britannica.com/topic/Latin-language. Encyclopedia 
Britannica reports that the earliest known use of Latin is in an artifact dating from 
the seventh century B.C.E. Moreover, the Latin is inscribed in the Greek alphabet.
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Consequently, its use, according to this analysis of Rambam, would no-
where be valid.38 Moreover, the same would be true of all Romance lan-
guages spawned by Latin. 

It would seem that contemporary English should be regarded as a 
“modern” language. Although present-day English is arguably the same 
language as Elizabethan English, it is not at all clear that it is the same 
language as the language of Chaucer and, it is certainly not identical to 
the language of Beowulf. Moreover, words derived from Latin cannot be 
assumed to have a halakhic status different from the Latin from which 
they are derived. 

Esperanto was invented in 1887 by Dr. L. L. Zamenhof, a Jewish 
ophthalmologist born in Bialystok. His birthplace had a mixed popu-
lation comprised of Russians, Poles, and Jews as well as some ethnic 
Germans. Relations between the various ethnic groups were hardly har-
monious. Perhaps as a result of familiarity with the narrative recorded in 
Genesis 11:1 that describes a populace speaking “a single language” as 
united and single-minded in their goals but which fell into strife when 
confronted by a polyglot of languages, Zamenhof came to believe that, if 
the clock were to be turned back to the status quo that existed before the 
Dispersion by adopting a single, universal language, peace and harmony 
would reign among mankind. The name of the language, “Esperanto,” is 
derived from the French “espere,” meaning “to hope,” and related to the 
English “aspire.” Since Esperanto is neither an ancient tongue nor the 
vernacular spoken in any geographical area, it cannot be employed for 
reading the shema by even those who understand the language and speak 
it fl uently.

Among the earliest innovations of the Reform movement was the 
substitution of German for Hebrew in the liturgy. That innovation was 
vigorously opposed by R. Akiva Eger, as refl ected in a letter dated Elul 
5575.39 Although R. Akiva Eger did not dispute the contention that, in 
theory, even the shema could be recited in the vernacular, he regarded the 
German translations of his day – and by extension, other translations as 

38 Rambam makes no explicit reference to the delineation of what constitutes 
a language for halakhic purposes. That may be because Rambam usually limits his 
codifi cation to matters expressly spelled out in the Gemara or because, in agreement 
with Rashi and Tosafot, he regarded Latin as an ancient language and knew of no 
language prevalent in his era other than the seventy languages of antiquity.

39 The letter was fi rst published in L. Wreschner, “Rabbi Akiba Eger’s Leben und 
Wirken,” Jahrbuch der jüdischen-literarischen Gesellschaft, III (1905), 75-77 and later 
in Likkut Teshuvot ve-Ḥiddushim me-Rabbi Akiva Eger (Bnei Brak, 5768), pp. 11-13, 
and in Mikhtavei Rabbi Akiva Eger (Bnei Brak, 5769), pp. 11-13.
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well – to be defi cient and unsuitable for fulfi lment of liturgical obliga-
tions. Chief among his objections were:

1.  Incorrect translation of the Divine Name. The German translation 
renders the Divine Name as a “Ewiger” or “Eternal.” The Tetra-
grammaton is the proper name of God and connotes pure, unquali-
fi ed being – the Greek ousia – and/or God as the prime cause and 
conservator of creation. English translations, following the Septu-
agint, compound the error by translating the Tetragrammaton as 
“Lord”40 while reserving the term “God” as the translation of the 
appellation “Elokim.” “Gott” or “God” would be far more apt as a 
translation of the Tetragrammaton. Thus, the fi rst sentence of the 
shema should be translated as “Hear O Israel, God our Lord, God is 
one” rather than “The Lord our God is one.” Precisely because the 
name of God cannot be translated, the late Rabbi Joseph Eliyahu 
Henkin, Edut le-Yisra’el (New York, n.d.), p. 15741 counseled that 
the Hebrew term “Adonai” or “Havayah” be used in lieu of trans-
lation.42 ArtScroll has adopted the convention of using HASHEM in 
place of a translation.

2.  The Gemara, Berakhot 13a, requires that the words of the text be 
recited in the order in which they are written. Rearrangement of the 
order invalidates the reading. R. Akiva Eger maintains that this re-
quirement attends upon translations as well. In the single phrase “Ve-
hayu ha-devarim ha-eleh” (Deuteronomy 6:6) that occurs in the shema, 
the demonstrative pronoun “eleh” follows the noun. The translations, 
using the accepted syntax of the vernacular, translate the phrase as 
“these words should be,” placing the pronoun before the noun. 

3.  Biblical Hebrew, in a seemingly redundant manner, frequently em-
ploys two forms of a single verb, e.g., “And it will be if shamo’a 
teshme’u” (Deuteronomy 28:1). The precise translation is “hear 
you shall hear.” But, since that translation does not refl ect proper 
usage in other languages, the phrase is imprecisely – and hence 
inaccurately – rendered as “and you shall surely hear.”

4.  Ostensibly the two-letter word “et” often introduces a direct ob-
ject. Since other languages do not have a similar convention and the 

40 The translation of the Tetragrammaton as “Lord” is actually not the translation 
of the written term but of its vocalization as “Adonai” that connotes “Master” or 
“Lord.” I thank Rabbi Shlomo Zuckier for drawing my attention to this point.

41 Reprinted in Kol Kitvei ha-Griya Henkin (New York, 5741), vol. I.
42 Cf., Ginat Veradim, Oraḥ Ḥayyim, chap. 12, who opines that, although a Torah 

scroll may be written in Greek, nevertheless, the Divine Names may not be translated 
and must also be written in Ketav Ashuri, the traditional Hebrew script.
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word has no cognitive meaning, the word is ignored in translation. 
R. Akiva Eger objects that the term is not devoid of meaning. As 
indicated by the Gemara, Pesaḥim 22b, each occurrence of the term 
constitutes a pleonasm from which halakhic provisions are deduced. 
Thus, the vernacular renditions, argues R. Akiva Eger, are defi cient. 
It might, however, be contended that, although the word “et” indi-
cates a lacuna in the content of the text, the meaning of the term in 
any particular occurrence belongs to the realm of the Oral Law and 
hence does not affect translation of the written text.

5.  The meaning of some biblical terms is simply unknown, e.g. the 
words “ha-aḥashteranim benei ha-ramaḥim,”43 that occurs in the 
Book of Esther 8:10, as indicated by the Gemara, Megillah 18a. 
Similarly, although the Gemara understands the word “totafot” as 
a single word formed by combining two separate words “tat” and 
“pat,” each of which means “two” in separate exotic languages. The 
import is that two plus two equals four and hence there are to be 
four compartments in the frontlets. It is impossible to capture that 
connotation in any translation. Hence, asserts R. Akiva Eger, the 
Hebrew word “totafot” should be preserved and left untranslated. 

6.  All languages have synonyms but those synonyms do not necessar-
ily have parallels in all languages. “shir” and “zemirah” both mean 
“song” but other languages do not have corresponding synonyms, 
making translation of those words into separate and distinct terms 
impossible.

Assuming the earlier presented analysis of the controversy between 
Rambam and Ra’avad to be correct, many of R. Akiva Eger’s objections 
are based upon acceptance of Rambam’s position but are readily rebut-
table if translations are valid precisely because they are interpretive ren-
derings rather than faithful linguistic mirrors of the original. Nevertheless, 
translations cannot but fail to capture the meaning of every word. Thus, 
translation of “et” and “totafot” would be problematic even according to 
Ra’avad. Of course, interpretive intent in translation must be accurate. 

43 Cf., however Rabbenu Nissim’s responsum addressed to Rivash, Teshuvot 
Rivash, no. 390, who asserts that the import of the talmudic statements is not that 
the meaning of ha-aḥashteranim benei ha-ramaḥim is unknown but that the general 
populace could not grasp the meaning of these unusual words. Rabbenu Chananel’s 
commentary on Megillah 18a refl ects a variant reading according to which only 
women and unlearned men did not understand the meaning of those words. For a 
survey of medieval commentaries who purport to translate the term, see Zvi Ron, 
“Ha’Achashtranim Bnei Ha’Ramachim: Translating Esther 8:10,” Jerusalem Bible 
Quarterly, vol. 36, no. 1 (January 2008), pp. 33-38.
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Accordingly, mistranslation of the Tetragrammaton in a manner connot-
ing an attribute would be incorrect for Ra’avad as well.44

R. Akiva Eger concludes his remarks with the comment: “One whose 
intention is for Heaven and does not wish purposely to seek honor in the 
eyes of the nations, to emulate them and to cause the language of splen-
dor, the holy tongue, to be lowered from its honor, will acknowledge the 
truth.”

ORAL OBLIGATIONS UNSUPPORTED BY KINYAN 

“You should [accept as an axiom] a major principle regarding modes 
of transferring title (kinyanim): The essence of kinyan is determination 
[by a person] in pectore to transfer the object to his fellow. There are mat-
ters [regarding which] the Sages ascertained that a person determines in 
his mind to transfer title to his fellow by means of mere words; and at 
times there are circumstances in which [the person] does not make such 
a mental determination other than by means of the modes of transfer 
explicitly stated in the Torah or by the Sages,” writes Ḥazon Ish, Ḥoshen 
Mishpat 22, s.v. klal gadol. (Actually, that section of Ḥazon Ish was au-
thored by Ḥazon Ish’s father but incorporated by Ḥazon Ish in his work.) 
These words of Ḥazon Ish serve as the preface to the reprinted version of 
an intriguing statement included in the introductory material to the 5622 
impression of tractate Bava Batra of the Vilna edition of the Babylonian 
Talmud. 

As every student of the Talmud knows, the general rule is that trans-
fer of title is effected, not by a simple meeting of the minds, as is the case 
in common law regarding transfer of chattel, but also requires a concrete, 
overt physical act such as pulling or lifting the object. That act is either 
evidence of determination of intent or actually generates such determina-
tion. Thus, a meeting of the minds is a fundamental and necessary 

44 Quite independently, Bi’ur Halakhah 62:3 rules that the shema should not be 
recited in the vernacular because the words “et” and “totafot” cannot be translated. 
Bi’ur Halakhah fails to raise the other objections enumerated by R. Akiva Eger. Bi’ur 
Halakhah probably had no objection to translating the Tetragrammaton as “Gott” as 
was common in Yiddish or even as “Bog” in Russian or “Boz” in Polish because those 
terms are employed as the proper name of the Deity rather than as an attribute. As 
noted, R. Akiva Eger’s other objections are cogent if the view of Rambam is accepted 
but are not relevant according to Ra’avad. As shown earlier, Bi’ur Halakhah appears 
to have adopted the position of Ra’avad. See infra, notes 23 and 24.
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requirement but not suffi cient in and of itself to effect a transfer.45 Excep-
tions to the general rule include, for example, gifts bestowed by parents 
upon a couple at the time of their marriage. Even in such cases, transfer is 
not ascribed by the Gemara to mental determination but as a form of 
ḥalipin or barter; the “pleasure” (ha-hi hana’ah) of experiencing the mar-
riage of a child is described as a tangible benefi t bestowed upon the par-
ents by the couple and regarded as suffi ciently choate to serve as an object 
of barter. Accordingly, such pleasure is suffi cient to generate a reciprocal 
servitude for fulfi lment of what otherwise would be a naked promise.46 
Ḥazon Ish does not describe such transfer as a form of ḥalipin; apparently, 
he understands the concept of “ha-hi hana’ah,” or pleasure, conveyed 
from one party to another, simply as a description of a mental state ren-
dering the attendant promise more serious than “mere words” expressed 
in other contexts.47 

Ḥazon Ish himself refers to an earlier formulation of the underlying 
thesis by R. Eliezer Moshe ha-Levi Horowitz, who served as Chief Rabbi 
of Minsk. The publishers of the Vilna, Zitomir and Warsaw editions of the 
Talmud faced competition resulting from the sale of a rival edition im-
ported from Berlin.48 The publishers of the Vilna edition had solicited 
advance subscriptions in the form of signed agreements to purchase each 
volume upon its publication at a pre-set price.49 The issues brought to 

45 Cf., however, R. Elchanan Wasserman, Koveẓ Shi’urim, Bava Batra, sec. 537, 
who opines that kinyan in the form of odita is fundamentally a kinyan rooted solely 
upon mental determination.

46 For a fuller analysis see J. David Bleich, “The Metaphysics of Property in Jewish 
Law: An Analysis of Kinyan,” The Philosophical Quest: Of Philosophy, Ethics, Law and 
Halakhah (Jerusalem, 2013), pp. 325-347.

47 Contra the assumption of Ḥazon Ish, a literal reading of the Gemara, Ketubot 
102b, Gittin 13b and Bava Meẓi’a 49a, gives the impression that it is the benefi ts 
received that give rise to kinyan.

48 The controversy that raged during this period seems to be quite separate from the 
controversy with the publishers of the Slavuta edition of the Talmud that surrounded 
the initial publication of the Vilna edition. For further details concerning various 
editions of the Talmud published in Europe see Michael Stanislawski, “The ‘Vilna 
Shas’ and East European Jewry,” Printing the Talmud: From Bomberg to Schottenstein 
(New York, 2005), pp. 97-102. The Berlin edition which appeared between the years 
5622 and 5628 was edited by R. Nachman Abraham Goldberg and printed by Julius 
Sittenfeld. A certain apostate Dr. Biesenthal allegedly introduced a Christological 
reference in the text of Tractate Shabbat 31a published in 5624. The editor felt 
compelled to print 4,000 corrected copies of that volume in order to replace the 
previously sold forged volumes. See Samuel Shraga Feigensohn, Elbonah shel Torah 
(Berlin, 5689), p. 46. 

49 The publisher of the Vilna edition voluntarily agreed to reduce the subscription 
price by six ruble but apparently even the discounted price was not competitive. 
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Rabbi Horowitz for adjudication included: 1) possible violation of regu-
lations concerning hasagat gevul, i.e., unfair competition; 2) the applica-
bility of the civil law of the country50; 3) and the enforceability of the 
fi nancial commitment on the part of the subscribers.

Rabbi Horowitz declined to address the fi rst two issues both because 
of an incomplete record regarding the relevant facts concerning the ap-
plicable civil law as it might impact upon the dispute and because of the 
arduous nature of the requisite analysis of those facts as related to the case 
at hand as well as a fear that his decision would be contemptuously disre-
garded by the losing party. Rabbi Horowitz was more confi dent of the 
fealty of the advance subscribers and felt that once the obligations of 
those individuals were explicated all other issues would become moot. 
His opinion regarding the obligations of those who had promised to buy 
the volumes as they appeared was published together with letters signed 
by other prominent fi gures in the prefatory material included in tractate 
Bava Batra, Vilna, 5622. Rabbi Horowitz’ letter has now been repub-
lished in the European journal Kol ha-Torah, no. 85 (Tishri 5778). 

Rabbi Horowitz dwells briefl y upon the ethical obligation of abiding 
by a promise when there is no normative halakhic obligation to do so. 
R. Yoḥanan, Bava Meẓi’a 49a, categorizes an individual who fails to abide 
by an oral argument as a “meḥusar amanah,” i.e., a person lacking in good 
faith. The Gemara, Shabbat 119b, declares, “Jerusalem was destroyed 
only because there ceased to be men of good faith.” More fundamentally, 
Rabbi Horowitz queries the import of the various covenants entered into 
by the Patriarchs and other biblical fi gures prior to the revelation of the 
Torah at Sinai.51

Honoring a covenant is not one of the enumerated commandments 
of the Noahide Code. Since oaths and vows became binding only at Sinai, 
what import could a covenant have that is not inherent in a simple under-
taking unsupported by an oath? Rabbi Horowitz also points to Ezekiel 
17:18, “Lo, he has given his hand and has done all these things, he shall 
not escape,” a passage understood as refl ecting the rule that a handshake 

50 As reported in introductory letters of approbation, on at least one occasion the 
illicitly imported volumes were confi scated by the civil authorities. 

51 The question was fi rst raised by Mishneh la-Melekh, Hilkhot Melakhim 10:7, s.v. 
shuv ra’iti. See also Parashat Derakhim, Derekh ha-Atarim, derush shlishi, s.v. ve-al 
pi. Mishneh la-Melekh, Hilkhot Melakhim 10:7 and R. Pinchas ha-Levi Horowitz, 
Panim Yafot, Parashat Mattot, s.v. zeh ha-davar, suggest that failure to fulfi ll a 
vow is an appurtenance (avizra) of blasphemy, which is one of the seven Noahide 
commandments. See also Sefer ha-Ḥinnukh, no. 30. Cf., however, Keren Orah, Nazir 
51a.
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is endowed with the halakhic status of a vow with the result that failure to 
honor the underlying undertaking merits punishment akin to violation of 
a vow. Rabbi Horowitz notes the absence of any explicit biblical admoni-
tion requiring one to honor a handshake.52

Rabbi Horowitz asserts that belief in the existence of God need not 
necessarily be included among the commandments enumerated either in 
the Noahide Code or in the Torah revealed at Sinai. Logically, the notion 
of a divinely commanded law is predicated upon an antecedently postu-
lated acceptance of the existence of a divine lawmaker.53 Rabbi Horowitz 
argues that there is a similar a priori concept that man must abide by 
covenants made. If so, no dogmatically revealed commandment is re-
quired to obligate man to honor his commitments. The enforceability of 
customary practice in matters of jurisprudence, the notion of personal 
obligation regarding matters not subject to kinyan, communal ordinances, 
reciprocal responsibilities of partners and artisans—and, as he adds in 
a single phrase – adherence to the law of the land – require no further 
justifi cation.54 The talmudic aphorism “gamri u-makni a-hadadei u-
mishabdei” is portrayed by Rabbi Horowitz as expressing the absence of 
a need or formal kinyan to substantiate certain obligations rather than as 
an expression asserting that the contextual circumstances serve to effect a 
kinyan. 

Applying that thesis to the issue before him, Rabbi Horowitz vigor-
ously asserts in quite fl owery and poetic language that the subscribers 
have a fi nancial obligation vis-à-vis the publishers who relied upon them 
in incurring the costs of printing. Rabbi Horowitz adds that the publish-
ers have a corresponding obligation to maintain both the price and the 

52 See Shulḥan Arukh, Yoreh De’ah 329:2.
53 This is the position of Ba’al Halakhot Gedolot and R. Ḥasdai Crescas, Or Ha-

Shem, chap. 1, who do not enumerate belief in God as one of the 613 revealed 
commandments. See Ramban in his commentary on Rambam’s Sefer ha-Miẓvot, 
miẓvot aseh, no. 1. 

54 R. Meir Simchah ha-Kohen of Dvinsk, Meshekh Ḥokhmah, Parashat Yitro, s.v. ve-
yitakhen od, posits that fulfi llment of an oath is a matter of reason and does not require 
an admonition. R. Abraham Bornstein, Avnei Nezer, Yoreh De’ah, no. 306, declares 
that an oath obligating oneself to another person or to God is binding on the basis 
of reason. An explicit biblical prohibition, he asserts, is necessary solely for an oath 
concerning only oneself. Rabbenu Nissim Ga’on, introduction to the Talmud, writes 
that all “rational” commandments have binding force from the moment of creation 
and hence predate even the Noahide Code. R. Naphtali Zevi Judah Berlin’s letter of 
approbation to the Ḥafeẓ Ḥayyim’s Ahavat Ḥesed. For a survey of other natural law 
principles refl ected in talmudic and post-talmudic sources see “Judaism and Natural 
Law,” The Philosophical Quest, pp. 85-124. 
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aesthetic quality of their publication. Addressing those who had signed 
proclamations condemning the Vilna publishers, Rabbi Horowitz ad-
monishes them against further interference and calls upon them to pres-
ent any complaints they may have before a qualifi ed bet din which, after 
hearing both sides of the dispute, would be authorized to issue a binding 
judgment. 

Rabbi Horowitz advances two theses: 1) transfer of title is funda-
mentally a mental act contingent upon determination and reliance; and 
2) interpersonal and commercial commitments, including kinyanim, are 
binding by virtue of an a priori obligation to honor one’s word—a posi-
tion that mirrors Thomas Hobbes’ third law of nature, “That men shall 
perform their Covenants made.”55 Notably missing from Rabbi Horowitz’ 
analysis is an explanation of why other oral undertakings that do not rise 
to the level of kinyan are not also similarly actionable.

In another of the many letters published in the introductory material 
to the same volume, R. Joseph Reisen, Chief Rabbi of Telz, also asserts 
that, at times, kinyan can be effected without an overt physical act. Rabbi 
Reisen states that, “at times kinyan depends upon the intent of the pur-
chaser when we say that his intent and desire is to convey to him so that 
one acquires title even without an act of kinyan.” Rabbi Reisen adds the 
statement: “It is clear that, when it has been [so] stipulated, [the convey-
ance] is biblically effective even without kinyan. We also follow umdena 
in saying that it is as if [the parties] had expressly stipulated. In our case 
there could not be a greater umdena.” Rabbi Reisen indicates that the 
umdena was based upon the publisher’s investment of an extraordinary 
sum of money in the undertaking. Those funds were quite evidently 
risked only in reliance upon the undertakings of the subscribers. Such evi-
dent reliance, argues Rabbi Reisen, is suffi cient to establish a binding 
obligation even in the absence of a formal kinyan.56

55 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, Part 1, chap. 15.
56 This thesis is supported by Tosafot, Bekhorot 18b and Rashba, Bava Kamma 

102b and Kiddushin 8b. Cf., however, Rashba, Gittin 13b. Rabbi Reisen understands 
the basic principle to be implicit in the statement of the Gemara, Bava Batra 88a 
regarding the mental determination of a purchaser of vegetables in the marketplace 
and Gittin 30a regarding makirei kehunah, i.e., individual kohanim who are the usual 
recipients of a householder’s priestly gifts. However, unlike Rabbi Horowitz, Rabbi 
Reisen does not predicate transfer of title without kinyan upon an a priori concept. 
Cf., supra, note 45 and R. Yecheskel Abramsky, Dinei Mammonot, cited below.

For additional sources that discuss the possibility of transfer of title on the basis of 
a simple “meeting of the minds” see Tosafot, Ketubot 102a; Rashbam, Bava Batra 
88a; Avnei Milu’im 30:3 and 1:2; Keẓot ha-Ḥoshen 313:1; Teshuvot Noda bi-Yehudah, 
Mahadura Kamma, Ḥoshen Mishpat, no. 28; Teshuvot Maharam, no. 35; Teshuvot 
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A quite similar issue is at stake in the question of whether the testi-
mony of a transgressor categorized as a “tinok ha-nishbah,” (lit., an infant 
held captive among the nations”), i.e., a person in a state of invincible 
ignorance, can be heard by a bet din. In a case brought before the Su-
preme Rabbinical Court of Appeals during the period of the British man-
date, the bet din, comprised of R. Isaac ha-Levi Herzog, R. Ben Zion 
Uziel and R. Meshullam Roth, Osef Piskei Din Rabbaniyim (Jerusalem, 
5710), p. 137, agreed to accept the testimony of such an individual on 
the grounds that one who transgresses as the result of invincible igno-
rance does not thereby become halakhically disqualifi ed as a witness. Rabbi 
Moshe Feinstein, Iggerot Mosheh, Even ha-Ezer, I, no. 82, anaf 11, 
expresses a diametrically opposed view. Iggerot Mosheh reasons that a per-
son who is unaware of the historical event of revelation at Sinai, or who 
does not realize the binding nature of that revelation, has no reason to 
refrain from committing perjury. If perjury were not interdicted at Sinai, 
what might serve to restrain the witness from lying? If nothing compels 
him to tell the truth, why should he not lie? His ignorance or rejection of 
“Thou shall not bear false witness” (Exodus 20:16) may be blameless 
but, contends Iggerot Mosheh, if a person does not accept the binding 
nature of a prohibition against bearing false witness, why should he not 
commit perjury? Hence, his testimony has scant credibility.

The opposing view adopted by the Rabbinical Court of Appeals is 
cogent only if it is assumed that all persons recognize an a priori interdic-
tion against committing perjury. Since a tinok ha-nishbah’s aversion to 
perjury is not grounded upon acceptance of a biblical prohibition, the 
authorities who regard the testimony of such an individual as admissible 
must perforce subscribe to at least a rudimentary natural law doctrine in 
which abstaining from perjury is recognized as endemic to the natural 
condition of man and binding upon him even in the absence of a formal 
prohibition.

Sho’el u-Meshiv, Mahadura Telita’a, I, no. 223; Teshuvot Maharsham, II, no. 224, 
sec. 4; Teshuvot Tuv Ta’am va-Da’at, Mahadura Kamma, nos. 169-170; R. Elchanan 
Wasserman, Koveẓ Shi’urim, Bava Batra, sec. 537; Teshuvot Lev Aryeh, II, no. 57, sec. 
1; R. Yecheskel Abramsky, Dinei Mammonot, 2nd ed. (Bnei Brak, 5729), pp. 10-11; 
Yagdil Torah, II, Kuntres 8, no. 27; and R. Abraham Zev Itzkowitz, Az Samaḥ (Bnei 
Brak, 5761), pp. 274-278. Cf., also Tosafot Ketubot 112b, s.v. hakha and Ḥazon Ish, 
Bekhorot 19:3.


